
J O S L I N   H A L L   R A R E   B O O K S,   
P H O T O S,   &   E P H E M E R A


Hatfield, Massachusetts


February 22, 2022 

Please find enclosed: 
Catalog #416 

Amusing Things of Little Consequence: Letterheads 

We are pleased to announce a new catalog series, “Amusing 
Things of Little Consequence”. The first catalog in this series 
comprises a selection of 37 vintage letterheads, ranging in date 
from 1866 to the 1950s.  None of these letterheads are to be 
considered of any historical importance or particular monetary 
value whatsoever, but they may tend to amuse, instruct, and 
entertain. If they do none of these things, please feel free to think 
evil thoughts about us. 

Also enclosed please find ordering instructions. These may prove 
useful to anyone thinking of ordering any of the previously 
mentioned amusing, instructive, or entertaining letterheads. For 
those not amused, instructed, or entertained, and therefor not 
ordering, please ignore the ordering instructions. 

Yours sincerely, 
                                                                the editors.         

encl. 

FSP/abc/eiei-o 



Joslin Hall Rare Books, 
Ephemera, & Photographs 

Post Office Box 49 
Hatfield, Mass 01038 

telephone: (413) 247-5080 
e-mail: office@joslinhall.com 
website: www.joslinhall.com 

Member- Antiquarian Booksellers Association of  America; 
International League of  Antiquarian Booksellers; 
Southern New England Antiquarian Booksellers;  

Ephemera Society of  America 

Postage: is $2.99 per order, no matter how many items you buy. 

Sizes: Almost all the letterheads here are shown full-size, if your monitor screen is 
8.5”x11”. If your monitor screen is not 8.5”x11”, the letterheads are not shown full 
size, but are, nonetheless, still 8.5”x11”. A few letterheads are smaller, and those do 
not take up a full screen. They are shown in proportion to the 8.5”x11 letterheads, 
more or less, give or take, kind of, sorta. If you are viewing this catalog on your phone, 
I have no idea how big anything is, probably teeny-tiny, and we apologise for that.  



#1: $10



#2: $10



#3: $40



#3:  1891 Circular Letter from the Tanqueray Portrait 
Society.    

A circular letter dated October 13, 1891, introducing the 
Society's portrait-making skills and inviting the recipient 
to send photograph for a high-quality crayon portrait by 
a Society artist, a $25 value, free of charge. In return 
they hope you will recommend the Society's portrait-
making skills to your friends, and display your portrait in 
your home. On the reverse side are a number of 
testimonials. An internet search brings up a few 
interesting facts about this firm- on August 29, 1893 
they were banned from using the U.S. mails, and after 
that they apparently moved overseas, as a note in the 
June 29, 1902 Perth Sunday Times notes that the Times, 
and a number of readers, have received the offer of a free 
portrait from the Tanqueray Portrait Society in Paris. A 
few weeks after sending their photograph, one 
correspondent received a letter announcing that the 
portrait was complete, and so beautiful that it would look 
especially nice framed- and the Society has a catalog of 
frames for sale they would like to send. If you do not 
wish your portrait framed you may have it, and your 
original photograph, back for free, plus the modest cost 
of handling and shipping…  

#7:  “April 28, 1903 - Miss Katherine Grosjean, Dear Madam: I have seen 
nothing of the poem you mention “Love at Forty?”, although I have been 
compelled to look through the stacks a number of times. If it had 
appeared under my editorship, it would have been paid for immediately 
upon publication. My theory is that it was lost before I came on the 
paper. The verses I returned you last week were, as I said at the time, the 
only ones appearing in the drawer. Yours very truly, R.H. McKittrick”. 

A quick search finds that Katherine Grosjean had poems published regularly in Cosmopolitan in the 
late 1890s- Dr. Brendt’s Wife (May 1888), Fiat Lux (Nov 1888), Inequality (Sep 1891), The Mastery (July 
1889), The New Year’s Song (January 1889).




#4: $10



#5: $12



#6: $10



#7: $20 

for more about 
this letter, see the 

page between 
items 3 & 4.



#8: $20



#9: $10



#10: $12



#13: $10



#14: $8



#15: $15



#16: $10



#17: $8



#18: $10



#19: $10



#20: $10



#21: $10



#22: $10



#23: $10



#24: $25



#25: $10



#26: $10



#27: $10



#28: $10



#29: $10



#30: $10



#31: $10



#32: $10



#33: $10



#34: $10



#35: $15



#36: $10



#37: $10



That’s All, Folks!


